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Securing Cognitive Radio Networks using
Blockchains

Adnan Sajid1, Bilal Khalid1, Mudassar Ali1, Shahid Mumtaz2, Usman Masud1, Farhan Qamar1

Abstract—Due to the increase in industrial applications
of Internet of Things (IoT), number of internet connected
devices have been increased accordingly. This has resulted in
big challenges in terms of accessibility, scalability, connectivity
and adaptability. IoT is capable of creating connections
between devices on wireless medium but the utilization of
scarce spectrum in efficient manner for the establishment of
these connections is the biggest concern. To accommodate
spectrum allocation problem different radio technologies are
being utilized. One of the most efficient technique being used
is cognitive radio, which dynamically allocate the unlicensed
spectrum for IoT applications. Spectrum sensing being the
fundamental component of Cognitive Radio Network (CRN)
is threatened by security attacks. Process of spectrum sensing
is disturbed by the malicious user (MU) which attacks the
primary signal detection and affects the accuracy of sensing
outcome. The presence of such MU in system, sending false
sensing data can degrade the performance of cognitive radios.
Therefore, in this article a blockchain based method is pro-
posed for the MU detection in network. By using this method
an MU can easily be discriminated from a reliable user
through cryptographic keys. The efficiency of the proposed
mechanism is analyzed through proper simulations using
MATLAB. Consequently, this mechanism can be deployed
for the validation of participating users in the process of
spectrum sensing in CRN for IoTs.

Keywords—Spectrum Sensing, Cognitive Radio Networks,
Blockchains, Malicious User Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increase in number of communication devices,
utilization of spectrum in efficient manner is the biggest
challenge. Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN) consists of
intelligent wireless devices which can efficiently sense the
medium and effectively utilize the vacant or under-utilized
spectrum. Secondary Users (SUs) are enabled by cognitive
radios to opportunistically access the spectrum unused by
the Primary Users (PUs). There are two basic objectives
of Cognitive Radio Medium Access Control (CR MAC):
controlling interference and avoiding collision between
SUs. Medium Access Control (MAC) has an important
role in several cognitive radio functions such as spectrum
sensing, mobility, resource allocation and spectrum sharing
[1]. MAC layer is used for the management and coordi-
nation of communication over wireless channels. In the
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presence of dynamic radio surroundings, the CRN access
protocol shall create variety of choices in real time. These
requirements makes realization of CRN a challenging
task compared to standard access protocols in the present
static spectrum policies. In recent decades, the thought
of Opportunistic Spectrum Access (OSA) has emerged to
considerably increase spectrum utilization [2]. For this, the
SUs ought to have the flexibility of dynamically searching
and utilizing the opportunities within the authorized spec-
trum in numerous dimensions like time, frequency, code,
etc. Therefore, OSA protocol need to integrate spectrum
sensing and access functionalities. In essence, spectrum
sensing, spectrum allocation, spectrum access, spectrum
sharing and spectrum quality determines the key parts for
economical OSA protocol style. Cognitive radio has helped
to improve spectrum scarcity [3]. Earlier, spectrum was
allocated in fixed manner in which fixed users can only use
licensed spectrum but with the concept of cognitive radio,
SU can broadcast data on unlicensed spectrum without
creating any interference with the operational licensed
spectrum. This type of smart spectrum sensing enables the
network to perform sensing in a secure manner. It can also
efficiently avoid jamming attacks by malicious user (MU)
using preemptive switching to higher quality channels. It
utilizes power saving protocol by conversing low power
when low bandwidth is required. This is an intelligent radio
which improves the Quality of Service (QoS) by selecting
frequency channels with a high rate of Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR).

Though cognitive radio has helped to improve spectrum
scarcity, its implementation comes with certain challenges.
Whenever CRN is implemented first problem is the deci-
sion making whether to use the distributed or centralized
model. Similarly, another problem is learning mechanism
in which the record of the previous decisions is maintained
and utilized to improve its behaviour, which is a complex
process. The problem which has attained the significant
attention is the security of CRN [4]. This is due to the
reason that various wireless devices are allowed to access
the licensed spectrum used by PU, therefore they are
prone to attack of MUs. CRN not only face security
related issues like eavesdropping, tampering, forgery and
non cooperation, etc., but also new security threats which
directly relates to characteristics of cognitive radios, like
denial of service attack, falsifying data, and emulation
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attack on PU. Therefore security problems in cognitive
radios has become the hottest topic of ongoing research
[5].

A. Contribution

In this article, a method is proposed to improve the
security of cognitive radio network during spectrum sens-
ing by utilizing the concept of blockchains. The main
contributions of our proposed work are summarized as
follows:
• We have converted all the users i.e., PUs and SUs

in the forms of blocks similar to blockchain which
combines to form a decentralized network.

• We have used energy detection method for spectrum
sensing and its results are validated by authentication
of the participating users.

• We have used the concept of digital signature in
blockchains for the verification of malicious and au-
thenticated user (AU).

• We have provided extensive simulation results which
verify the efficiency of our proposed mechanism.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives brief overview of blockchains and cognitive radios
network, section III outlines the previous related work on
the issue, section IV presents the scenario and proposed
mechanism along with the algorithms, section V discusses
the results of the simulation run on the proposed model.
Finally, the article is concluded in last section.

II. BLOCKCHAINS AND COGNITIVE RADIOS
NETWORKS

A. Overview of Blockchains

Blockchains have been adapted by many applications
like cryptocurrencies, IoT, Cloud and Edge Computing,
Fog Networks, Ad hoc Networks and others. This is
due to its distinct property of peer to peer networking
(having different nodes with same status to avoid risk of
single point failure). Using the blockchain techniques and
its distributed ledgers provide complete privacy and cost
reduction. The initial and most renowned application of
blockchains is bitcoin [6]. Bitcoin is a peer to peer system
distributed over a time stamp server whose main task is
to computationally proof the transactions in chronological
order. Basically, a chain of digital signature is the electronic
coin. Architecture of blockchain on basis of bitcoin is
discussed in this section.

1) Architectural Background: Blockchain is a combina-
tion of blocks in sequence, which maintains a complete
list of transaction records in the form of conventional
public ledger. Figure 1 demonstrates an example of a
blockchain. The block header which contains a previous
block hash, whereas it has only one block which is parent
block. It is worth noting that blocks belonging to uncle

(block ancestors children) hashes would also be stored in
ethereum blockchain [7]. The first block of a blockchain
which is commonly used as genesis block has no parent
block.

Fig. 1: Blockchain architecture

a) Block: A block is mainly consisted of the block
header and body called block body as shown in Figure 1.
In particular, the block header includes:

i) Block version: It indicates the set of rules for block
validation to follow.

ii) Timestamps: Current time as seconds in Unix times-
tamp since Gregorian calendars first of January,
YYYY.

iii) nBits: It targets the threshold of a valid and sound
block hash.

iv) Nonce: Associated with 4-byte field, that typically
starts with zero and will increase for each hash
calculation.

v) Parent block hash: Associated as 256-bit hash price
that points to the previously present block.

The body of block is consisted of a group counter
for transactions. The most variety of group actions that
a block will contain depends on the size of block and
therefore the size of every transaction. Blockchain uses
uneven cryptography mechanism which validates the au-
thenticity of transactions [8]. Digital signature supported
by uneven cryptography is employed in untrustworthy and
dishonourable surroundings. Next we will try to shortly
illustrate digital signature.

b) Digital Signature: Every user is owner of a com-
bination of personal key and public key. The personal key
that shall be unbroken in confidentiality is used to sign
the transactions. Digitally signed transaction is broadcasted
on whole network. The standard digital signature involves
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two phases: signing phase and verification phase. As an
example, a user Alice who desires to send a message to
another user Bob.

i) Within the signing section, Alice protects her infor-
mation by encrypting along with her personal key
and sends encrypted data to Bob along with original
information.

ii) Within the verification section, Bob validates the
worth with Alices open (public) key. Therein method,
Bob may simply check if the information has been
sent is tampered or not.

This typical type of digital signature algorithmic rule,
which is utilized in blockchains for protection of data is the
elliptic curve digital signature algorithmic rule (ECDSA)
[9]. Same method will be used in our proposed model but
in a different scenario.

B. Cognitive Radio Networks
In order to apply blockchains in CRNs, We will provide

a brief overview of CRNs.
1) Definition: Cognitive radio can be defined as a radio

that can be programmed to access a dynamic spectrum
by intelligently utilizing best wireless channel in order to
avoid interference and congestion. There is a network of
radios which tries to make connections among different
nodes to avail the best available opportunity. There are two
types of users, PUs and SUs, SUs avails the idle spectrum
of PUs opportunistically. The process involves the steps
like; spectrum access, spectrum sensing and spectrum mo-
bility, etc. The fundamental step in opportunistic spectrum
access is the spectrum sensing which is the main focus of
in this article.

2) Spectrum Sensing: A major challenge in CRN is
that the SUs are compelled to observe the presence of
PUs in an exceedingly accredited spectrum and quit the
band as early as possible, if the respective primary radio
emerges so as to avoid interference caused in access to PUs
[10]. This system is named as spectrum sensing. Spectrum
sensing and its estimation is the opening and fundamental
step to implement cognitive radio system [11]. Spectrum
sensing techniques can be categorised as direct and indirect
techniques. Direct techniques haver taken into account fre-
quency domain, where the estimation is dispensed directly
from signal by using correlation property. Whereas indirect
technique is a time domain approach, where the estimation
is performed by autocorrelation of the signal. Spectrum
sensing may also be categorized as follows
• Primary transmitter detection: PUs are detected by

performing access of the received signal at cognitive
radio users. This type of approach includes detec-
tion using matched filter (MF), primarily based on
energy detection, covariance based detection, wave-
form based detection, cyclostationary detection and
detection using radio identification.

• Cooperative and Collaborative Detection: At first sig-
nals for spectrum vacancies are detected faithfully by
cooperating or interacting with different users, and
therefore the technique may be enforced as either
central access to the spectrum with coordination by
a spectrum server or decentralized mechanism in
explicit by the formula of spectrum load smoothing
or detection done externally.

• Interference Temperature Detection: In this approach,
cognitive radios utilize ultra wide band (UWB) tech-
nology, the SUs are allowed to transmit at relatively
low power and are restricted by the level of tem-
perature of interference, therefore SUs do not cause
harmful interference to PUs.

C. Implementations of Blockchains in Cognitive Radio
Networks

Blockchains have a wide range of applications in differ-
ent broadband cellular networks, cloud and fog networks
as well as in IoTs. A limited number of research articles
have been presented, related to blockchains in cognitive
networks. Figure 2 shows the generalized concept of
blockchain implementation in CRNs for spectrum sensing.

1) Dynamic Spectrum Access in CRNs using
Blockchains: In the article [12], authors have proposed a
blockchain based verification method for secure spectrum
sharing in moving cognitive radios (CRs) in CRNs.
They present a virtual money, Specoins, for instalment
to get spectrum access. They have compared the power
consumption of their proposed algorithms in presence
of severe, moderate, slow and fast fading. Authors
were successful in achieving advantage over previous
methods of spectrum access in terms of scalability,
quality of service while providing spectrum access to
SUs and PUs. However the proposed model is compared
with conventional Aloha which is very old technique
of medium access and has now been outdated. MAC
protocols like CSMA/CA are commonly used in cognitive
radios.

2) Identity Management of CR Networks using
Blockchains: In the article [13], the authors propose a
security upgrading framework for CRNs using blockchains.
The set-up permits network access using pseudonymous
identities, which prevents the recreation of a subscriber’s
character identity. Authors of this article were successful
in preventing unauthorized access to personal data by
limiting the data exposure to non-authenticated users.
The simulation results indicate that this approach reduces
the access provisioning duration and decreases network
signaling traffic, however, the scalability of CRNs has not
been investigated by the authors.
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Radio Environment

SSpectrum Sharing

SSpectrum Sensing

SSpectrum Mobility

Spectrum Decision

Block 1

Block 2

Block N

Node 1:
Public Key=
1OF7WGHM…….F
Private Key=
XB3TRFIO4.......T
Energy Detection
.
.
.

Node 2:
Public Key=
XCV45UTOB3O……F
Private Key=
CF34ILOW9D.......U
Energy Detection
.
.
.

Node N:
Public Key=
ZXDF3XCQ5F5……W
Private Key=
SD67TXKO4.......P
Energy Detection
.
.
.

Fig. 2: Implementation of blockchain in cognitive radio environment

III. RELATED WORK

Since the detection of malicious user is a conventional
problem therefore different articles have been presented
which investigate this area. In [14], a novel method
is proposed for the identification of malicious user on
the basis of outlier detection mechanism for cooperative
spectrum sensing of cognitive radios. In the article [15],
malicious user is detected and ex-pulsed in cooperative
sensing, where a system is proposed which works inde-
pendent of the malicious user present in network. In [16],
a technique for cooperative detection and suppression of
malicious user in cognitive radio system is presented. In
[17], a decentralised system utilizes the spatial correlation
of Received Signal Strength (RSS) in close premises of
SU and outlier detection identifies the malicious user. A
voting system is proposed which decides the presence of
malicious user in neighbourhood of SUs. Similarly, another
method is proposed in [18], where two Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) are used to differentiate between malicious
and honest user. This detection is achieved through the
dissimilarity of respective HMM parameters. In another
study [19], intelligent MUs and SUs are detected with high
accuracy on the basis of proposed algorithm formulated on
the concept of friend and foe detection method.

There are some methods which are proposed for the
defence against Primary User Emulation (PUE) attack. In
article [20], channel is chosen on the basis of dogfight

method. A game based mechanism is proposed where
the defender choose sensing channel by avoiding PUE
attack. A localization based defence system is proposed
in [21], where transmitter is verified by the location of
transmitter and characteristics of transmitted signal. A
cooperative scheme is proposed with the awareness on
attacking capability in presence of PUE malicious attack.
The probabilities of fake signal of PUE attack are estimated
in the absence and presence of PUE attacks. Threshold is
calculated in order to minimize total error probability [22].

In [23], a compromised sensor node is detected on
the basis group voting scheme. A time based weight is
assigned to each node. Quality of data transmission and
weights combine to poll vote. Similarly in the article [24],
compressed sensing technique is presented in which MU is
removed while signal is being processed at fusion center.
Low ranked matrix completion mechanism is applied for
this purpose. In article [25], authors have presented a game
theory based model which detects the intrusion attack
in sensor network. A consensus mechanism is proposed
in [26] by using a distributed network. Each SU selects
neighbour after repetitive iterations to share sensing data. A
reliable neighbour is selected by comparing the received re-
ports against the local mean value. Results which deviates
from reference local mean value are discarded. Detection
scheme based on double sided abnormality is presented
by the authors of [27] for cooperative spectrum sensing.
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Referred
Study Description

Cooperative/
Non Cooperative

Sensing

Defence against
PUE Attack

Defence against
SSDF Attack Technique

[14] MU Detection in Cognitive Radio
Sensing Network Cooperative X X Detection Using Spatial

Information

[15] Expulsion of MU from Sensing in
Cognitive Radio Cooperative X Received Signal Strength

(RSS) Based Detection

[16] Detection Technique with MU
Suppression Cooperative X X

Local Threshold Decision
using detected energy
and Weighted Coefficient
(WC) Algorithm

[17] Robust MU Detection Scheme Cooperative X
Neighbourhood Majority
Vote based on outlier-
detection

[18] MU Detection for Robust Collabo-
rative Sensing Cooperative X Hidden Markov Model

(HMM) Based Detection
[19] Detection of Intelligent MU Cooperative X X Friend or Foe Detection

[20] Combating PUE Attack Both X Game: Dog Figureht in
Spectrum

[21] Defence Against PUE Attack Cooperative X
Transmitter Verification
Scheme i.e. LocDef
(localization-based
defense)

[22] Secure Cooperative Spectrum
Sensing under PUE Attack Cooperative X Attack-aware threshold

selection approach

[23] Compromised Sensor Nodes De-
tection: Cooperative A quantitative approach

based on weights

[24] Compressive Sensing Technique
for MU Detection Cooperative X

Low-rank Matrix Comple-
tion based on adaptive
outlier pursuit (AOP)

[25]
Intrusion detection in sensor net-
works: A non-cooperative game
approach

Non Cooperative
Game theoretic
framework and Nash
equilibrium

[26]
Defence against SSDF Attack in
Mobile Ad hoc Cognitive Net-
works

Cooperative X Consensus Based Sensing
Scheme

[27] Catching attacker in collaborative
sensing Cooperative X Abnormality Detection

Approach

[28] Malicious Attacker detection in
Wireless Sensor network Cooperative

spatial Correlation among
the networking behaviors
of sensors

[29] Catchit: Detection of MUs in col-
laborative sensing Cooperative X X Onion-peeling Approach

TABLE I: Summary of Reference Work

This scheme do not require any advance information about
attacker. Main idea is to utilize history of reports as a point
in high dimension space for each SU. If points of SU are
different at large scale then it is regarded as abnormal user.
Cooperation among attacking nodes is not considered in
this article. In [28], malicious sensors are identified by
simple majority vote. Decision are made as 1 or 0. If
more than half votes are in favour of malicious status of
sensor then it is deemed as outlier. This mechanism has
a shortcoming for not being operate-able in small sensor
networks. In [29], onion peeling mechanism is presented
for the defence of compromising users. A threshold is
defined which determines the status of MU. If the current
value is higher than threshold then reports of that user
are discarded. This process continues until each MU is
detected and removed. The authors in [30], propose a
blockchain based secure information sharing mechanism
in edge IoT devices, this information sharing mechanism

will lead to complete complex task in intelligent edge IoT
devices. The authors in [31], formulate an optimization
problem with an objective to maximize energy efficiency
in CRN, with constraints on outage probability and CR
transmission. They propose a low complexity linear search
algorithmto solve the problem. The authors in [32], propose
a cognitive network virtualization resource configuration
in order to improve the security of information centric
networks. The authors in [33] discuss conventional physi-
cal layer security mechanism for wireless communication
systems.
The research articles discussed in the section II and III
lead to the idea of using blockchain for enhancement of
security of CRNs. In this article, a method is proposed
to detect the MUs during spectrum sensing in CRNs by
utilizing the concept of blockchains.
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IV. SCENARIO AND PROPOSED MECHANISM

A. Scenario

Before moving towards the model scenario of the sys-
tem, consider Figure 3 and Figure 4, which show the
centralized and decentralized network of users connected
to the base station. These are the topologies in which
users can access the cognitive base station. Consider a

Fig. 3: Centralised topology

Fig. 4: Decentralized topology

network of cognitive radios in which there are multiple
number of PUs and SUs. Figure 5 shows that PUs are
present far away from the SUs but they are in range
of its effective transmission range. This is a cooperative
sensing mechanism in which all the nodes participate to get
outcome. Sensing period start at the beginning of spectrum
sensing and concludes at the time when consensus outcome
is achieved that the user is malicious or authenticated. We
are going to implement blockchains on CRN, therefore, our
network is totally decentralized where PUs and SUs are
connected in peer-to-peer topology. For convenience, we
take only one PU and N number of SUs. Figure 6 clearly
shows the blockchain implementation for the spectrum
sensing in CRNs. PUs and SUs are named as CR users
in general. All the CR users are connected with each other
in a decentralized manner. Hash to hash connection has
been created among them. Each block of CR user contains
four type of information which are explained below:

a) Hash: Hash is unique key which is generated by
sha256 function [34]. Every user has its unique key which
act as a public key of that particular user. This key is known
to the next block of user. In short it is a shared key on
network.

CR Base Station

 Secondary User

Primary User

Fig. 5: Model scenario without blockchains and MU

Private Key

Sensing Outcomes

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcomes

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcomes

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcomes

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcomes

Previous Hash

Hash 

Private Key

Sensing Outcomes

Previous Hash

Hash

Malicious UserMalicious User

CR User

CR User CR User

Base Station

CR User

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcoms

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcoms

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcoms

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcoms

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcoms

Previous Hash

Hash

Private Key

Sensing Outcoms

Previous Hash

Fig. 6: Model scenario with blockchains and MU

b) Sense Outcome: This is the data part of the block.
It contains the information of final outcome of sensing
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on the basis of energy detection method. This method is
explained further in next section.

c) Private Key: This is the unique identity key of
each block which is only known to the CR user itself. In
our proposed method 16 bit key is generated which act as
private key.

d) Previous Hash: It contains the hash value of previ-
ous node. Hence a peer to peer connection is established. In
this scenario, all the nodes will participate for cooperative
sensing.

B. Proposed Mechanism

Figure 7 shows the flow chart of the proposed mecha-
nism. Firstly, we will create blocks of SUs and PUs. Sec-
ondly, we will sense the spectrum using energy detection
method. Thirdly, the participating nodes are validated using
blockchain. Finally, MU is detected and discriminated from
reliable user. These steps are elaborated in detail below.

1) Creation of Blocks: At the very first stage, PUs and
SUs are converted into blocks of blockchains. For this pur-
pose a distributed ledgers of nodes having information of
PUs and SUs credentials is created. There will be a public
key and private key. Public key contains information related
to common data related to different units in CRNs like
status of being SU or PU. Whereas, private keys contain
secret data of nodes like their location, authentication code,
etc.

2) Energy Detection: This is the main part of the
spectrum sensing in which we are using energy detection
method. We consider that there is a bandwidth W Hz
and the sampling rate of receiving signal is t. We have
created two hypothesis, Hypothesis 1 which detects the
signal and concludes that it only consists of noise whereas,
Hypothesis 0 shows that detected signal is combination of
noise and signal sent by PU. It is shown in equations given
below:

f(x) =

{
1, n(t)
0, s(t)+n(t).

(1)

where

n(t) 6=⇒ AWGN Noise 6=⇒ H1

n(t) + s(t) 6=⇒ AWGNNoise + Signal 6=⇒ H0

and

H1 6=⇒ Idle Channel

H0 6=⇒ Busy Channel

Start

Energy 
Detection

Idle Spectrum Busy Spectrum

Stop

No

Blocks Creation 
on CR Users

Yes

User Validation

Authenticated
User

Malicious
User

NoYes

Fig. 7: Flow chart of proposed mechanism

3) Malicious User Detection: After performing all nec-
essary steps for spectrum detection among the nodes,
reliable users and MUs are detected using proposed mech-
anism in which digital signatures are used to verify partic-
ipating nodes on the basis of public and private key. There
are two types of errors according to binary hypothesis test
presented in [35]; miss detection and false alarm which
can cause error in detection of AU and MU. Probability of
detection, miss detection and false alarm are given below:

i) Probability of AU Detection: It means the successful
iterations which leads to the verification of AU. When
Θa number of times AU is detected for η number of
iterations give us probability of AU detection (Pad).

Pad =
Θa

η

ii) Probability of MU Detection: It means the successful
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Algorithm 1 Creation of Blocks on Cognitive Radio
Networks

1: INPUT : A set of N nodes in current network.
A blockchain consist of one Primary Node P and
N − 1 secondary user nodes from S1 to Sn− 1

2: OUTPUT : Blocks are created on different nodes
of cognitive network.

3: for i = 1 to n
4: if licensed user then
5: create a node P
6: else
7: create a node Si−2
8: end if

iterations which leads to the verification of MU.
Probability of MU detection (Pmd) is given by the
ratio of Θm number of times MU is detected by η
number of iterations .

Pmd =
Θm

η

iii) Probability of Miss Detection: It shows the unsuc-
cessful iterations which leads to the detection of AU.
When Θ′a number of times AU is not detected for
η number of iterations gives us probability of miss
detection (Pm).

Pm = 1− Pad =
Θ′a
η

iv) Probability of False Alarm: This probability shows
the miss detection of MU which leads to false alarm.
Probability of false alarm (Pf ) is given by the ratio of
Θ′m number of times MU was unable to be detected
by η number of iterations .

Pf = 1− Pmd =
Θ′m
η

4) Outcome: In this step, outcome is obtained on the
basis of above mentioned steps that whether spectrum
sensing is done reliably or attacked by MU.

C. Proposed Algorithms

All the simulations are performed on the basis of three
algorithms which are designed from the proposed mech-
anism. In these algorithms we assume that there are N
number of SUs and for convenience we have considered a
single PU. In the Algorithm 1, SUs and PU are connected
with each other using blockchains. Connection between PU
and SUs is established in the form of decentralized blocks.
Blocks of PU and SUs are discriminated on the basis of
there license. License are issued by the service provider
of the user. When blocks are created, their status of being
primary or secondary is decided by verifying the license of

Algorithm 2 Energy Detection on Block Network

1: INPUT : A set of N − 1 nodes
of secondary Users ′S′ participate in sensing
the Primary User P ′s spectrum. There are two
hypothesis H1 for idle channel and H0 for
busy channel

2: OUTPUT : Sensing outcome is obtained using
energy detection method in variable Y

3: Sense channel X :
4: if X = n(t) then
5: Y = H1

6: else
7: if X = n(t) + s(t) then
8: Y = H0

9: end if
10: end if

Algorithm 3 Detection of MU using Verification of Digital
Signature

1: INPUT : A set of N − 1 outcomes
Yn−1 are received after energy detection. Now
result are verified on basis of digital signature
i.e Public and Private Keys

2: OUTPUT : Reliable and Malicious Users
are detected.

3: for Decision Y = 1 to n
4: if Public Key is verified then
5: if Private Key is verified then
6: Authenticated User Detected
7: else
8: Malicious User Detected
9: end if

10: end if

the user. If the spectrum is being sensed by the PU then it
will be allocated P block otherwise S block is allocated. In
Algorithm 2, spectrum is sensed by using energy detection
method. When SUs try to access the spectrum, they will
participate in cooperative sensing method. In which all
nodes will sense the spectrum and make two hypothesises.
Hypothesis 1 will be true when the spectrum is sensed
and outcome received is a noise signal. Hypothesis 0 will
be true when output received is combination of noise and
energy signal. Hence, output of sensing will be made on
these two hypothesises. If result of first hypothesis is true
then its mean channel is vacant and spectrum sensing result
will be positive otherwise channel is busy and sensing
outcome is negative. These sensing outcomes are then
verified by next algorithms. Finally in Algorithm 3, energy
detection result of individual participating node is verified
and validated. If the user’s digital signatures are verified it
means it is AU otherwise it will be termed as MU. In this
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algorithm firstly public key is verified and then private key
which both contribute to make consensus on validation of
user. Similarly, probability of MU and AU detection, miss
detection and false alarm are calculated by using equations
presented in previous section.

D. Complexity of MU Detection
For the computation of the complexity involved in the

detection of MU, number of participating nodes plays an
important role. In the present scenario there are three type
of nodes i.e., primary nodes (Np), secondary nodes (Ns)
and malicious nodes (Nm). It is clear from the proposed
mechanism and algorithms, that the process of detection
of AU and MU depends on the participating nodes N
which participates in the validation process. Clearly from
the proposed algorithms:

N = Np +Ns

Therefore, complexity involved in detection of MU can be
represented as O(N2).

E. Performance Metrics
Performance of the proposed mechanism of securing

cognitive mechanism is analyzed in terms throughput,
frame loss and response time.

1) Response Time: Response time (Tr) is the total time
utilized for the validation of secure nodes, which means
time required for the data stream to travel among the
participating nodes which includes connection establish-
ment, verification of public key, verification of private key
and authentication of nodes to be malicious or reliable.
Tr is calculated as the time interval between the moment
when blocks are created on the participating and the
moment when status of node to be malicious or reliable is
determined. The obtained numerical values are measured
in seconds.

2) Frame Loss: Frame loss (FL) is the measure of data
which is lost through the transmission of data. There can
be different reasons for the loss of data like fading and
noise, etc. FL is given as:

FL% =
DL− TPDL

DL

where FL% is percentage frame loss, DL is the total data
load and TPDL is throughput across data load DL. While,
throughput (TP ) is total number of data (bits or bytes)
traveled over a network in processing time (sec). TP can
be shown as:

TP =
D

Tl(Bx)− Tf (Bx)

where, D is the total amount of data exchanged among the
participating nodes N . Tl(Bx) and Tf (Bx) shows the last
and first data packet sent per unit time using blockchain
based securing protocol Bx.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results are obtained by carrying simula-
tions on proposed approach to identify the MU and AU
present in spectrum sensing network.

A. Simulation Setup

Proposed method is simulated using MATLAB. For all
the simulations cognitive radio network similar to setup
[36] is considered. Low range of SNR is considered i.e.,
-8 dB to 4 dB for the AWGN channel. While, Quadrature
Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation is used for the
test therefore modulation index 4 of Phase Shift Keying
(PSK) modulator is used. Energy detection of the signal
is analyzed at 500, 700 and 1000 number of samples.
Whereas flat Rayleigh fading is applied on channel for the
comparison of results. All the base station and cognitive
radio users i.e., PUs and SUs are uniformly distributed.

B. Results and Discussion

For the creations of blocks on CR users as proposed
in Algorithm 1 is implemented. SHA 256 function [34] is
used for the creation of hash which act as a public key
[34]. It is a cryptographic hash function which generates
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Fig. 8: Energy detection at different number of samples

a key of fixed size as an output with input of variable size.
Current time of the system is utilized to create different
keys. Hence, time stamp of the block involves in the
creation of unique hash of each node. Similarly, private key
is also generated by a random function. Sensing outcome
is stored in the block from the results of Algorithm 2
executed for each participating node. Figure 8 shows the
probability of energy detection with respect to SNR. A
GPSK modulated signal is used in the energy detection
mechanism whereas AWGN channel is used. Spectrum
availability is determined by the detection of noise and
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Fig. 9: Energy detection with/without fading channel

energy signal. If the value of energy is greater than
the threshold it means that spectrum is being used and
probability of detection is close to unity. Whereas if its
value is less than the threshold probability of false alarm
is dominant. This figure shows probability of energy detec-
tion at different number of samples with respect to SNR.
It is clear from the figure that with increase in number
of samples probability of detection approaches to unity.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of energy detection for
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Fig. 10: Probability of MU detection and false alarm across
different values of SNR.

different channel impairments. Two type of channels are
considered i.e., with fading and without fading channels.
Rayleigh fading and AWGN channels are used for the
simulations respectively. Figure 10 and 11 show the result
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Fig. 11: Probability of authenticated user detection and
miss detection across different values of SNR
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Fig. 12: Number of detected MU vs number of attacking
MU across load of different participating nodes.

of detection of AU and MU. Probabilities of MU detection,
false alarm, licensed alarm and miss detection of licensed
user. After receiving the sensing decision implemented
through Algorithm 2, private and public keys which are
the digital signature of the authenticated nodes. If the
digital signature of the participating node matches with
the blockchain based users in CRN it is termed as AU
otherwise MU. The results shows the 100 percent detection
of MU and reliable user. While, probability of false alarm
and miss detection is zero. Figure. 12 shows the accuracy
of MU detection in presence of different user load. Results
are analyzed in different ratios of MUs and AUs. Figure
13 shows the comparison of time consumption with and
without fading channel. It is clear from the figure that
fading channel consumes more time for the detection of
MU.
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Fig. 15: Comparison of response time for two fading
channels

Performance of the blockchain based design is analyzed
by mainly two factors i.e., response time (Tr) and frame

loss (FL%). Figure 14 shows the FL% across different
number of users. With increase of number of users FL%
increases. For the evaluation of FL, we have considered
the mean throughput because the size of the packets of
the public and private keys are variable. Figure 15 shows
the comparison of response time for slow fading and fast
fading channel. It is clear from the results that validation
and identification of nodes are more efficient in slow fading
channel whereas response time is higher in case of fast
fading.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, spectrum sensing phase of cognitive
radio networks is investigated under the presence of MUs.
A new mechanism is proposed using the concept of
blockchains. An appropriate recognition strategy is utilized
which identifies the AU and MU successfully with hundred
percent efficiency by validating the digital signature of
the blockchain based nodes present in cognitive radio
network. Results have shown that all the attacking MU are
detected. Hence, the energy detection outcome of MU is
not considered for the spectrum sensing in CRN. The MU
is permanently blocked for any further process and cannot
participate in spectrum sensing any further. Moreover, the
complexity of blockchain based model is very low as
compared existing models.
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Highlights 

 In this article, a blockchain based method is proposed to detect the malicious users   in cognitive 
radio networks to improve the security.

 The results shows the 100% detection of malicious users.
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